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Abstract
This article examines spectrum allocation and partitioning schemes to mitigate cross-tier interference under downlink
beamforming environments. The enhanced SIR owing to beamforming allows more femtocells to share their
spectrum with the macrocell and accordingly improves overall spectrum efficiency. We first design a simplified
centralized scheme as the optimum and then propose a practical decentralized algorithm that determines which
femtocells to use the full or partitioned spectrum with acceptable control overhead. To exploit limited information of
the received signal strength efficiently, we consider two types of probabilistic femtocell base station (HeNB) selection
policies. They are equal selection and interference weighted selection policies, and we drive their outage
probabilities for a macrocell user. Through performance evaluation, we demonstrate that the outage probability and
the cell capacity in our decentralized scheme are significantly better than those in a conventional cochannel
deployment scheme. Furthermore, we show that the cell utility in our proposed scheme is close to that in the
centralized scheme and better than that in the spectrum partitioning scheme with a fixed ratio.
1 Introduction
The deployment of femtocells is generating attention
among mobile operators as a cost-effective and highbandwidth solution for next generation wireless networks. A femtocell is a low power, short range data
access point that enhances indoor coverage, while backhauling incoming traffic over the IP network. Operating
in the licensed spectrum owned by a mobile operator,
femtocells provide mobile convergence services through
the broadband backhaul in long-term evolution (LTE)
networks. Their benefits include capacity gain, good coverage, and reduced battery consumption of handsets [1].
The coexistence of macrocell and femtocell networks
at a same spectrum, however, incurs additional control
challenges due to the cross-tier interference between
macrocell and femtocells as well as the co-tier interference. Although the co-tier interference control has been
extensively studied in the literature [2-7], the cross-tier
interference control still has been an open problem and
remains as a key technical challenge [1,8].
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Previous studies on a two-tier network investigated
the uplink capacity in overlaid macro-cell/microcell
code division multiple access (CDMA) systems, assuming that the operator plans microcell deployment [9,10].
This assumption may not be acceptable for selfdeployed femtocell networks [8].
One of the key technical implementation issues in a
two-tier network is managing the cross-tier interference
between existing macrocell and femtocell networks [1,8].
To ensure minimal impact on the performance of the
existing macrocell network, femtocells should be
designed so as to limit the low level interference [11,12].
With respect to the cross-tier interference, the throughput performance of cochannel deployment of femtocells
and macrocells has been thoroughly investigated
through simulations in [13]. Assigning diffierent spectrums to macrocell and femtocell networks, respectively,
can be a solution to the cross-tier interference mitigation [14]. However, considering the scarcity of radio
resources and the difficulty in spectrum allocation, it is
preferable to use the same spectrum.
With the goal of improving performance of both
macrocell and femtocell users under cochannel deployment, the MIMO beam subset selection strategy at the
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microcell has been proposed in [15]. It maximizes the
throughput of the macrocell by optimizing the trade-off
between multiplexing gain and multiuser interference,
and it also suppresses the cross-tier interference with a
reduced number of beams. In [16], authors solve the
beamforming optimization problems which are total
transmit power minimization problem, mean-square
error balancing problem and interference power minimization problem. A centralized beamforming strategy that
adaptively changes beam patterns and controls the total
transmit power of cells is proposed in [17]. However,
these cochannel deployments are still exposed to the
cross-tier interference problem.
The hybrid spectrum usage deals with system driven
criteria to decide inner and outer regions analytically
[18,19]. Femtocells embedded in the macrocell are classified into inner and outer femtocells according to the
distance threshold, which operate in partitioned spectrum and shared spectrum, respectively. The interference limited coverage area of a cochannel HeNB is
calculated in [20]. Femtocells only in the outer region
are allowed to operate in the cochannel operation for
more efficient cell search. On the other hand, femtocells
in the inner region use a partitioned spectrum. However, they do not use the optimal division ratio between
shared and partitioned spectrum, though they require
centralized coordinators which induce some cross-tier
control overhead and delay.
Our article mainly investigates a decentralized algorithm and probabilistic HeNB selection policies under
hybrid spectrum usage with beamforming transmission.
The objective of this article is to develop spectrum allocation and partitioning schemes to mitigate cross-tier
interference. Our focus is on the following questions:
• What is the effect of the beamforming gain on the
user’s SIR, interference mitigation and spectrum efficiency? What is the optimal division ratio between
shared and partitioned spectrum to maximize the
total cell utility?
• What is a simplified centralized solution for the
spectrum allocation and partitioning problem? What
is a practical decentralized one that requires low
complexity and minimal cross-tier feedback?
• What is the outage probability for a macrocell user
when a probabilistic HeNB selection policy is applied
with the limited feedback information of received
signal strength?
Before we answer these questions, we first provide a
system model for a two-tier network and a simplified
mathematical model for beamforming transmission in
Section 2. Using this model, we then derive an optimal
spectrum partitioning ratio to maximize the cell utility,
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and propose a simplified centralized algorithm in Section 3. To make our design practical, we propose a
decentralized algorithm and analyze its outage probability for a macro user in Section 4, and evaluate the performance in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our article
in Section 6.

2 System model
We consider a two-tier network that consists of a
macrocell network and multiple femtocell networks.
The macrocell network has a macrocell user (MUE) and
a single base station (MeNB) that covers a cell radius of
Rm. The macrocell network is overlaid with femtocell
networks, each with radius R f (R f < R m ), where K t
denotes a set of femtocell base stations (HeNBs). We
consider femtocells provide closed access to a fixed set
of subscribed indoor users within radio range who are
licensed to use the femtocell for privacy and security
reasons. Each HeNB i is assumed to have an associated
femtocell user (HUE i).
Femtocells are deployed over the existing macrocell
network and share the same frequency spectrum with
macrocells. Due to spectral scarcity, the femtocells and
macrocells have to reuse the allocated frequency band
partially or totally which leads to co-tier or cross-tier
interference. The co-tier interference is caused by neighboring femtocells and the cross-tier interference occurs
between femtocell and macrocell networks. For simplicity, we will ignore background thermal noise since the
noise contribution is minimal in an interference-limited
network. We focus on mitigating the cross-tier interference between the macrocell and femtocells in downlink
by partitioning severe interfering femtocells.
We utilizes the beamforming transmission which
enhances the strength of the desired signal and reduces
the interference. We assume that base stations (MeNB
and HeNBs) are equipped with beamforming antennas,
while user equipments (MUE and HUEs) are not due to
their physical device limitations.
2.1 Beamforming gain on the SIR in a two-tier network

We investigate the effiect of beamforming on the SIR
gain in a two-tier femtocell network. To do so, we use a
simplified beamforming antenna model in [21], where
the signal propagation area is divided into two areas
according to the beam gain: main lobe and side lobe
areas as shown in Figure 1. We denote the received signal strength at a receiver by S R (θ), which can be
expressed as

gm PR , ifθ ≤ θm ,
R
S (θ ) =
(1)
gs PR , otherwise,
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Figure 1 Simplified model for the beamforming gain with main and side lobes.

where θ denotes the antenna alignment angle between
a transmitter and a receiver, and PR denotes the received
signal strength from omnidirectional transmission. Let
θm denotes the beamwidth of the main lobe. The main
lobe covers the range of angle θm with gain gm, and side
lobe covers the remaining range of angle (2π - θm) with
gain gs. With beamforming transmission, the received
signal strength depends on not only the channel
attenuation and fading, but also the beamforming
antenna alignment.
We assume perfect antenna control, where the beamforming transmission is directed toward the target receiver and achieves the antenna gain g m . For side lobe
beams, the interference is suppressed by the side beam
gain g s , i.e., g s ≪ 1 ≪ g m. When the transmitter uses
beamforming, let gm and γfi denote the received SIRs at
MUE and HUE i, respectively. We assume optimal
power control, where the received power at MUE and
HUE is kept at PR.
We calculate the average SIR gain at HUE of the
beamforming transmission over the omnidirectional
transmission. We obtain the average SIR at HUE i with
beamforming transmission, E [γfi ] , which is the ratio of
the desired signal strength to the cross-tier interference
as


E[γfi ] = E

gm P R
yi Iim


.

(2)

where Iim denote the cross-tier interference from
MeNB to HUE i under omnidirectional transmission,
and yi denotes the beamforming gain indicator with yi =
gm, if HUE i is located in the main lobe area of MeNB,
and yi = gs, otherwise. Assuming that UEs and HeNBs
are randomly distributed, the probability that HUEi is
1
, and thus we
located in the main lobe of MeNB is
Nb
can calculate average antenna gain E[y i ] as
 
E yi = N1b gm + NNb −1
gs . Then it can be easily shown that
b
the average SIR gain at a HUE of with and without
beamforming transmissions as
(Nb ) ≥

g m Nb
.
(Nb − 1)gs + gm

(3)

where Ψ(Nb) denotes the average gain of beamforming
transmission under configuration Nb over the omnidirectional
transmission,
and
satisfies
 
gm
gm
 (Nb ) = E yi ≥ E[y ] by Jensen’s inequality.
i

Similarly, we calculate the average SIR gain at MUE
with and without the beamforming transmission. The
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average SIR at MUE with beamforming transmission,
which is the ratio of the desired signal strength to the
sum of cross-tier interference from HeNBs can be written as

gm P R
E[γm ] = E 
,
(4)
f
i∈Ks xi Ii
where Ks is the set of HeNBs which use the full spectrum, and generate cross-tier interference to MUE, and
f
Ii denotes the cross-tier interference at MUE due to
the omnidirectional transmission from HeNB i. Let xi
denotes the beamforming gain indicator which xi can be
determined based on the location of MUE with respect
to the beamforming transmission of HeNB i. Thus, we
notice the average SIR gain Ψ(Nb) at MUE of the beamforming transmission over the omnidirectional transmission is identical to that at HUE as shown in (3).
This average SIR gain Ψ(Nb) shows how much average
SIR at UEs is enhanced by beam-forming transmission in
the two-tier network. This enhancement of SIR comes
from the desired signal reinforcement and cross-tier
interference mitigation. The lager Nb means the lager gm
and smaller g s , and thus the average SIR gain Ψ(N b )
owing to beamforming gain increases with the larger Nb.
We summarize the SIR gains in the two-tier network
according to beamforming transmission in Table 1.

3 Optimum ratio of spectrum partitioning and
centralized algorithm
The cross-tier interference caused by nearby active users
can lead to unacceptable performance degradation in
heterogeneous femto-macrocell networks. To minimize
the interference, the spectrum is divided into the shared
and partitioned spectrums. By the partitioned spectrum
usage, the cross-tier interference becomes lower, but the
amount of available spectrum becomes also smaller. By
the shared spectrum usage, each user can have a more
amount of spectrum but suffers from higher cross-tier
interference. The hybrid spectrum usage to exploit the
merits of the two types of spectrums can be considered
too. When UEs locates near active cross-tier transmitter,
i.e., an MUE located near active HeNBs, or HUEs
located near MeNB, they may experience significant
cross-tier interference. To avoid this, the spectrum
needs to be divided into two parts. A fraction of it,
Table 1 Number of beams and beamforming gain
θm

gm

1

2π

4

π/2

8

π/4

Nb

gs

Ψm, Ψf (dB)

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.84

-30.00

6.02

18.37

-30.00

9.03
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denoted by shared spectrum, is used by both the macrocell and non-interfering femtocell networks. The rest,
denoted by partitioned spectrum, is exclusively allocated
to the femtocell networks.
In this article, we consider two problems to mitigate
the cross-tier interference. One is the spectrum allocation problem that deals with determining which HeNBs
should use the partitioned spectrum. The other is the
spectrum partitioning problem that handles how much
spectrum should be allocated for the shared and partitioned spectrums, respectively. To achieve optimal spectrum allocation, we need the channel feedback from
each HeNB i, which we will discuss in detail in the Section 3.2. Before doing this, we analytically drive the opti∗
mal spectrum partitioning ratio νp as a function of the
number of femtocells which use partitioned spectrum, |
Kp|.
3.1 Optimal ratio of spectrum partitioning

We formulate the spectrum partitioning problem as a
utility maximization problem that considers both spectrum efficiency and fairness. Let Kp denotes the set of
HeNBs that use the partitioned spectrum from the
macrocell. Then we express the total cell utility, denoted
by U, as the sum of each user’s utility, which is a logarithmic function of the achieved link rate [22]:
U = wm log Cm + wf

log Cfi + wf
i∈Ks

log Cfj ,

(5)

j∈Kp

where w m and w f are relative weights for macrocell
and femtocell links, respectively. Cm, Cfi , and Cfj represent the link rates of MeNB, HeNB i Î Ks, and HeNB j
Î Kp, respectively. Using the Shannon capacity formula
for each link rate, i.e., C m : = ν s log(1 + g m ),
Cfi := log(1 + γfi ) , and Cfj := νp log(1 + γfj ) , where ν s
and νp (= 1 - νs) are the ratios of the shared and partitioned spectrums, respectively, we can rewrite (5) as
U = wm log νs + wf |Kp | log(1 − νs )
⎛

⎞

+ wm log(log(1 + γm )) + wf log ⎝
⎛

⎞

+ wf log ⎝

log(1 + γfi )⎠
i∈Ks

(6)

log(1 + γfj )⎠ .
j∈Kp

Let νs∗ denotes an optimum ratio between the shared
and partitioned spectrums that maximizes the utility U,
i.e.,
νs ∗ = arg max U.
νs
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Since the utility is a concave function, the optimal νs∗
should satisfy

dU
dνs

= 0 . From

d
{wm log νs + wf |Kp | log (1 − νs ) + Q}
dνs
wf |Kp |
wm
=
−
,
νs
(1 − νs )

where Q denotes the terms that are not associated
with νs , we can obtain (7), which is reversely proportional to the number of femtocells in the partitioned
spectrum, |Kp|.
v∗s =

wm
.
wf |Kp | + wm

The νs∗ is reversely proportional to |Kp|. As it involves
SIR and beamforming gain, |Kp| is dependent on these
factors t. We conduct numerical experiments under the
setting that users are randomly located and equipped
with three different beamforming gains, where the number of beams Nb = 2π/θm = 1, 4, 8. Table 2 provides the
νs∗ ’s according to Nb and the required SIR at MUE γmq .
With the stricter γmq , the number of Kp increases and
thus the νs∗ decreases. Because the cross-tier interference at UEs is suppressed by beamforming transmission,
with the higher beamforming gain, i.e., Nb = 8, the gap
of νs∗ with the different γmq becomes narrower than that
of omnidirectional transmission, i.e., Nb = 1.
3.2 Centralized spectrum allocation and partitioning
algorithm

Ideally to mitigate cross-tier interference, there would be
a central entity in charge of intelligently telling each cell
which subchannels to use. This entity would need to
collect information from the femtocells and their users,
and use it to find an optimal or a good solution within
a short period of time.
However, since the number and position of the femtocells are initially unknown due to the individualistic nature of the HeNBs, this approach poses some hard
problems. The presence of hundreds of femtocells
makes the optimization problem too complex, and
latency issues arise when trying to facilitate the
∗
Table 2 Optimal ratio νs for the shared spectrum with
the number of beams and required SIR

Required SIR gq(dB)
Nb

0

2

4

6

8

10

1

0.69

0.61

0.51

0.37

0.22

0.02

4

0.84

0.78

0.75

0.67

0.59

0.47

8

0.86

0.84

0.80

0.75

0.69

0.59
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femtocell networks with the central subchannels broker
throughout the backhaul.
Therefore we develop a simplified centralized solution
for spectrum allocation and partitioning, which use
minimal channel information between cross-tier networks. It aims to maximize the number of HeNBs that
use the full spectrum |K s | while satisfying the SIR
requirements of MUE and HUEs.
We assume that HeNBs communicate with MeNB
through the wired backhaul network, which incurs control overhead and delay in message delivery. Between
cross-tier networks, they can overhear each other’s pilot
signal. The spectrum allocation algorithm needs SIR
measurement tests at HUE and HeNB, respectively. In
the first test at each HUE i, if its SIR γfi is greater than
q
γf , then the associated HeNB i belongs to F1, otherwise
F2. This means that femtocell i in F1 is a candidate for
spectrum sharing. Then HeNB i performs the second
test by measuring the signal strength received from the
MUE’s pilot signal. From this, it reversely estimates the
interference from HeNB i to MUE, i.e., Ii, and sends the
result to MeNB which will determine which HeNBs
belong to Ks.
Algorithm 1 describes the centralized spectrum allocation and partitioning algorithm, and Figure 2 presents the control signalling procedures, where solid
lines represent wireless transmissions with beamforming or omnidirectional transmission, and dashed lines
symbolize wired transmissions through the backhaul
network.
i MeNB transmits a pilot signal with beamforming.
Each HUE i performs the first test. Then, each HUE i
informs HeNB i whether HeNB i belongs to F1 or not.
ii For the second test, MUE transmits a pilot signal
omnidirectionally with transmission power P t . Only
HeNB i in F1 measures the received signal strength, and
reversely estimates its cross-tier interference at MUE, i.
e., Ii, and sends the result to MeNB through the backhaul network.
iii MeNB sorts the HeNBs in the increasing order of
Ii. That is, HeNB j incurs less interference to MUE than
HeNB j + 1 for j = 1, 2, . . ., |F 1 |-1. MeNB sums the
interference from HeNB 1 through HeNB j, and we
denote it as Sj . If Sj is smaller than the permitted interference level, i.e., PR /γmq , MeNB decides to put HeNB j
into the set Ks, and increase j by one. Otherwise, MeNB
completes the selection process for Ks and accordingly
decides Kp. Then MeNB determines νp using |Kp| and
Equation (7).
iv MeNB sends the ν p to the HeNBs in K p via the
backhaul network. HeNB i in K p uses the partitioned
spectrum, while HeNB j in K s uses the full spectrum.
The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
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HeNB i

MUE

HUE i

Pt
i
F1 or not
Pt
ii
Ii
i in F1

iii

Sort Ii
Determine Kp
Calculate Ȟp
Ȟp
i in Kp
iv
Figure 2 Control signalling procedures for centralized spectrum allocation and partitioning for a case of HeNB i in Kp.

Algorithm 1. Centralized spectrum allocation and
partitioning scheme

1: i MeNB transmits a pilot with beamforming
transmission.
2: for each HUE i do
q
3:
if γfi > γf then
4:
HeNB i ® F1
5: else
6:
HeNB i ® F2
7:
end if
8: end for
9: HeNB i knows whether it belongs to F1 or not from
the HUE i’s co-tier feedback.
10: ii MUE transmits a pilot signal omnidirectionally,
and HeNB i measures the received signal strength.
11: HeNB i in F1 sends reversely estimated Ii to the
MeNB via the backhaul network.
12: iii MeNB sorts HeNBs in the increasing order of Ii.
13: Let j = 1, S1 = I1
q
14: while Sj < PR /γm do
15:
HeNB j ® Ks
16:
Sj = Sj + Ij

17:
j=j+1
18: end while
19: Kp = Kt - Ks
20: MeNB determines νp using Equation (7).
21: iv MeNB informs the HeNBs in K p of the ν p
through the backhaul network.
22: if HeNB i Î Kp then
23:
Allocate HeNB i to the partitioned spectrum.
24: else
25:
Allocate HeNB i to the full spectrum.
26: end if
Note that the centralized solution needs the crosstier feedback for all femtocell links through the backhaul network. However, collecting all the channel
information requires a significant amount of control
overhead, which makes obtaining the solution very
hard in practice. The centralized scheme also has the
scalability problem since its computational complexity increases with the square of the network size. To
overcome the implementation problems in the centralized scheme, we develop a decentralized algorithm next, which runs with low cross-tier control
overhead.
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4 Decentralized spectrum allocation and
partitioning schemes
In this section, we develop a decentralized spectrum
allocation and partitioning scheme. In our solution, each
HeNB determines whether it will use full spectrum or
partitioned spectrum with a minimal cross-tier feedback.
4.1 Decentralized algorithm

The decentralized spectrum allocation algorithm also
needs SIR measurement tests at HUE and HeNB. We
describe a decentralized spectrum allocation scheme in
Algorithm 2, and Figure 3 presents the control signalling procedures.
i In the first test, MeNB transmits a pilot signal with
beamforming transmission. If HUE i can achieve the
q
required SIR γf , it notifies its associated HeNB i that it
belongs to F1, otherwise F2.
ii In the second test, MUE broadcasts a pilot signal
with omnidirectional transmission, and HeNB i reversely
estimates its interference to MUE from the received signal strength, assuming the symmetric channel property.
HeNB i transmits its cross-tier interference to MUE, Ii.
iii MUE measures the cross-tier interference SF1 and
informs the HeNBs in F1 of SF1 . The cross-tier feedback
from MUE to HeNBs varies depending on the HeNB
selection policies that will be described in the following
section; they are the equal selection policy and the interference weighted selection policy. With the equal

MeNB
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selection policy, MUE need to inform all HeNBs in F1
of SF1 through the backhaul network. However, in the
case of the interference weighted selection policy, MUE
transmits a pilot signal with controlled power
PS := Pt SF1 . HeNBs recover SF1 from the received signal
of P S , because each HeNB i is already aware of the
channel response hi between MUE and HeNB i through
the former cross-tier handshake to estimate Ii in ii.
iv Each HeNB i decides to use the full spectrum with
the probability ps, and otherwise, the partitioned spectrum. To avoid collecting all the channel status at MUE,
which is a big burden, each HeNB applies a probabilistic
decision mechanism. In the following Section 4.2, we
explain how to calculate the probability ps using SF1 .
Algorithm 2. Decentralized spectrum allocation scheme

1: i MeNB transmits a pilot with beamforming
transmission.
2: for each HUE i do
q
3:
if γfi > γf then
4:
HeNB i ® F1
5: else
6:
HeNB i ® F2
7:
end if
8: end for
9: HeNB i determines whether to belong to F1 according to the HUE i’s feedback.
10: ii MUE transmits a pilot signal omnidirectionally.

HeNB i

MUE

HUE i

Pt
i
i in F1 or not
Pt
Ii

ii
i in F1

SF1

iii
iv
Determine Kp with ps

Figure 3 Control signalling procedures for decentralized spectrum allocation for a case of HeNB i in Kp.
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11: for each HeNB i in F1 do
12:
HeNB i measures the received signal strength
for the MUE’s pilot.
13:
HeNB i generates Ii to MUE.
14: end for
15: iii MUE measures the cross-tier interference SF1 .
16: MUE informs the HeNBs in F1 of the SF1 .
17: iv for each HeNB i in F1 do
18:
Define the sharing probability ps by using SF1 .
19:
Allocate HeNB i to Ks with the probability ps.
20:
Otherwise, allocate HeNB i to Kp.
21: end for
We now determine νp with the decentralized spectrum
partitioning scheme which details are provided in Algorithm 3, and Figure 4 presents the control signalling
procedures.
Algorithm 3. Decentralized spectrum partitioning scheme

1: i for each HeNB i in Kp do
2:
Transmits a pilot signal with controlled power
i
Pco .
3: end for
4: ii MUE measures Ico and determines Kp and νp.
5: MUE transmits a pilot signal with controlled power
Pv to inform each HeNB i in Kp of the νp.
6: if HeNB i Î Kp then
7:
Allocate HeNB i to the partitioned spectrum.
8: else
9:
Allocate HeNB i to the full spectrum.
10: end if
i Each HeNB i in Kp transmits a pilot signal with conPt
i
i
=
trolled power Pco
simultaneously, where Pco
and Pt
hi
denotes the transmission power of the pilot signal,
which is predefined.
ii MUE measures the received interference from the
HeNBs in Kp, denoted by Ico, which is given as

MeNB
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i
hi Pco
=

Ico =
i∈KP

hi
i∈KP

Pt
= Pt |Kp |.
hi

Then MUE estimates |Kp| by the following,
|Kp | =

Ico
.
Pt

(9)

MUE calculates νp using |K p| and Equation (7), and
sends it to MeNB. MeNB uses the allocated spectrum
for itself. To inform the HeNBs in Kp of the νp, MUE
transmits a pilot signal with controlled power Pv: = Ptνp.
HeNB i in Kp recovers νp from the received signal of Pv
and uses the partitioned spectrum, while other HeNBs
uses the full spectrum.
Unlike the centralized control, which requires a large
amount of channel feedback information via the backhaul network and incurs unacceptable control overhead and delay, our decentralized solution suffices
with a small amount of cross-tier feedback information
owing to the use of aggregated interference
information.
4.2 Probabilistic selection policies and outage probability

In our decentralized solution, we mitigate interference
by allowing each HeNB to determine by itself whether
to use the full or partitioned spectrum. In this section,
we consider two types of spectrum sharing probability;
one is the equal selection probability pEs , and the other
the interference weighted selection probability pW
s .
Then we compare their performance in terms of outage
probability.
Similar to the centralized scheme, the decentralized
allocation scheme categorizes HeNBs into two groups:
F1 and F2 according to the measured SIR at HUE. Then
each HeNB belonging to F1 determines whether to use
the full spectrum with the probability ps.

MUE

HeNB i
i

P co

Ico
ii
Determine |Kp|
Calculate Ȟp

(8)

i
i in Kp

Ȟp
i in Kp

Figure 4 Control signalling procedures for decentralized spectrum partitioning for a case of HeNB i in Kp.
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4.2.1 Equal selection policy

4.2.2 Interference weighted selection policy

Since MUE suffers from the aggregate interference SF1 ,

i.e.,
i∈F1 Ii , SF1 should be smaller than the requirePR
q
ment Sm := q . If not, some HeNBs in F 1 should be
γm
allocated for the partitioned spectrum. This means that
the other HeNBs are able to use the full spectrum.
In the equal selection policy, we define the sharing
probability pEs as

We can increase |Ks| by allocating the HeNBs that generate severe cross-tier interference to the set Kp. However, as noted in our centralized scheme, it causes
inevitable delay in determining which HeNB should
belong to the partitioned set first due to the cross-tier
feedback. To this end, we develop an interference
weighted selection policy, where each HeNB determines
whether to use the full spectrum according to the sharing probability pW
s , which is given by



pEs

q

Sm
= min 1,
SF1





.

(10)

Because this policy gives the spectrum sharing opportunity equally to all HeNBs in F1, the resultant crosstier interference at MUE with the equal selection policy
is given by
Sm :=

pEs

pW
s (i)

(11)

i∈F1

Thus the expectation of S m is less than or equal to
q
Sm . However, as this selection policy operates in a probabilistic way, we cannot guarantee that S m is smaller
than Sqm . If the spectrum sharing policy cannot satisfy
the MUE’s QoS requirement, an outage occurs. Assuming that the aggregate interference follows a normal distribution (see Equation (18) in the Appendix), we
calculate the outage probability according to Q-function
as
⎞
⎛
q

j E

⎜ j Sm − nF ps ξ ⎟
j
q
po (pEs , γm ) = Q ⎝ 
⎠,
j
nF pEs ϕ

(12)

where we assume that Ii’s are random variables with
the mean ξ and variance 2 with omnidirectional
transmission. Let Ψj denote the average beamforming
gain when MeNB or HeNBs transmit with the jth
beamforming transmission. With the beamforming
gain Ψj, the number of HeNBs in F1 is denoted by njF ,
i.e., njF = |Fj1 | . Refer to Appendix 1.1 for detailed derivation of (12).
Since Q-function is a monotonically decreasing function, the outage probability lowers with a larger beamforming gain Ψj and a smaller mean ξ and variance 2.
The outage probability increases with a smaller Sqm , i.e.,
stricter SIR requirement of γmq . However, the smaller
j
q
E
Sm also reduces nF and ps . Accordingly the combination of these affects the resultant outage probability.


.

(13)

Under this policy, HeNBs that generate moderate
interference to MUE, smaller than

q

Sm
,
nF

use the full spec-

trum, otherwise, HeNB i belongs to Kp with the probability of

Ii .

q

Sm
= min 1,
nF Ii

q

Sm .
nF Ii

Then we obtain the outage probability of

MUE as
⎛

j

q
j
q nL
⎜ j Sm − nS ξ − j Sm j
⎜
nF
j
q
⎜
po (pW

s , γm ) = Q ⎜
j
⎝
n ϕ
S

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟.
⎟
⎠

(14)

Refer to Appendix 1.2 for detailed derivation of (14).
Under the interference weighted selection policy, the
outage probability lowers with a larger beamforming
gain Ψ j and a smaller mean ξ and variance 2 of the
cross-tier interference Ii. For a given outage constraint,
with a larger beamforming gain, a larger number of
HeNBs use the full spectrum, resulting in enhanced cell
capacity.
In summary, we have developed a practical decentralized solution for spectrum allocation which does not
require individual channel information for all the
cross-tier links, but it simply requires aggregated interference information. The interference weighted selection policy achieves lower outage probability and
higher spectrum efficiency than the equal selection
policy. Note that the centralized scheme, though
impractical, does not experience an outage at all
because it uses all the co-tier and cross-tier channel
information in making a decision.

5 Performance evaluation
In this section, the spectrum efficiency is evaluated
through simulations considering the aver-age number of
HeNBs which use the full spectrum. The centralized
and decentralized scheme are compared with a scheme
without spectrum partitioning in terms of outage
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probability. Further, we investigate how the shared spectrum ratio affects cell capacity and utility.
In our simulations, we consider a macrocell site with
100 femtocells, i.e., |Kt| = 100. We assume that MeNB
is located at the center and its transmission range Rm is
500 m. Each HeNB is randomly located within the
macrocell site and its transmission range Rf is 20 m. We
repeatedly simulated over different random topologies
and provide their average results. We set the utility
weights for MUE and HUE at w m = 10 and w f = 1,
respectively.
MeNB and HeNBs are configured with three different
numbers of beams Nb Î {1, 4, 8}, which represent the
beamforming sharpness of the main lobe


i.e., θm = 2π
Nb . The beam gains of the main lobe and
the side lobe are denoted by gm and gs, respectively, in
dB scale and the average beamforming gain in the twotier network by Ψ(N b ). The path loss exponent parameters a’s for MUE and HUEs are uniformly distributed
in [3,5]a . We set the UE noise figure at -174 dBm/Hz
and the spectrum bandwidth at 20 MHz which follow
the 3GPP LTE specifications. The system parameters
and notations are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3 Definition of notations
Symbol

Description

Rm

Macrocell transmission radius

Rf

Femtocell transmission radius

PR

Desired received signal strength at UE

a
Kt

Path loss exponent
Set of femtocells

Ks

Set of femtocells with shared spectrum

Kp

Set of femtocells with partitioned spectrum

νs

Ratio of shared spectrum

νp = (1 νs)

Ratio of partitioned spectrum

Nb

Number of beams

gm

Beamforming gain for the main lobe

gs

Beamforming gain for the side lobe

gm
gf

Measured SIR at MUE
Measured SIR at HUE

γm
q
γf

q

Required SIR at MUE

F1

Set of HeNBs whose associated
HUE has a SIR greater than
q

SF1

Interference at MUE from HeNBs in F1

Sm

Interference at MUE with the HeNB selection policy

q

Sm

Required SIR at HUE

γf

Permitted interference at MUE for

q

γm

ps

Probability to use full spectrum

pEs
pW
s

ps of the equal selection policy
ps of the interference weighted selection policy
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At first, we compare the centralized and decentralized
spectrum allocation scheme with the distance based
allocation scheme which classifies femtocells into inner
and outer types according to the distance from MeNB.
Inner femtocells use partitioned spectrum while outer
femtocells use shared spectrum. Because existing hybrid
spectrum schemes have not con sidered beamforming
environments, we use the distance based scheme with
beamforming in [23].
The average number E[|Ks|] of HeNBs which use the
full spectrum and the CDF (cumulative distribution
function) of |Ks| when γmq = 0 dB are shown in Figures
5 and 6, respectively. In general, sharper beamforming
leads a larger number of HeNBs to share the spectrum
with the macrocell network, |Ks|. For a given beamforming gain, the centralized algorithm, marked as ‘Centralized’, has the highest |Ks|. The |Ks| of the decentralized
schemes which are the equal selection policy, marked as
‘Decentralized Equal’, and the interference weighted
selection policy, marked as ‘Decentralized Weight’ are is
nearly comparable to that in the centralized one. However, the distance based scheme, represented as ‘Distance-based’, has a lower number of E[|Ks|] because it
operates with a fixed distance threshold, following the
average channel model without actual channel state
information.
To suppress interference, the interference cancelation
with MIMO and beamforming transmission techniques
are used. However, even with beamforming transmission, the cross-tier interference where all HeNBs share
the macrocell spectrum without interference mitigation
still remains severe and degrades the outage
performance.
The outage performance of MUE with and without
cross-tier interference mitigation is presented in Figure
7. We represent the cochannel deployment with beamforming transmission, where all HeNBs share the
macrocell spectrum without interference mitigation,
marked as ‘Without IM’. Without spectrum partitioning
scheme, MUE suffers from severe crosstier interference
and the outage probability goes up to the range [10 -1,
10 -2 ]. Our decentralized allocation and partitioning
schemes, particularly the interference weighted policy,
reduces the outage probability successfully by allocating
severe interference generating HeNBs to the partitioned
spectrum with high probability. It also shows that the
outage probability lowers with the beamforming gain.
Note that the centralized scheme does not experience
an outage at all owing to the use of all the co-tier and
cross-tier channel information, and the distance based
scheme does not experience an outage either because of
its conservative spectrum sharing policy, i.e., lower number of |Ks|.
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Figure 5 Average number of sharing HeNBs versus required SIR at MUE.

Figure 8 summarizes the trend of outage probability
and E[|Ks|] according to different SIR requirements. In
the ‘Without IM’ scheme, all HeNBs use the cochannel
with macrocell network inducing the severe cross-tier
interference. The outage probability of ‘Without IM’ is
around 10-1 when Nb = 4, and reduces to 10-2 when Nb
= 8. It shows that the interference mitigation significantly improves the outage probability, especially when
the decentralized weight policy is applied. In general,
with a stricter SIR requirement, the outage occurs more
frequently. However, E[|Ks|] in the proposed algorithm
decreases with higher γmq as shown in Figure 5, the outage probability gets lowered. As a result, we notice that
the outage probability decreases moderately and then
increases with the increase of E[|Ks|], i.e., the decrease
of γmq .
The cell capacity and utility performance according
to the requirement SIR at MUE γmq with N b = 1 are
shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. The spectrum
partitioning scheme with the fixed ratios of ν s = 0.5
and 0.9 is compared with our decentralized spectrum
partitioning scheme. With the increase of γmq , the
capacity of each UE increases on a logarithmic scale,
but |Ks| decreases as shown in Figure 5. Therefore, the

cell capacity increase moderately with γmq . The centralized scheme achieves the highest cell capacity and utility performance, and our probabilistic spectrum
allocation and partitioning schemes are comparable to
the centralized one. However, the fixed spectrum partitioning scheme with the ratios of νs = 0.5 and 0.9 has
lower cell capacity and utility compared to our
schemes. The ‘Without IM’ scheme shows the lowest
cell capacity and utility because of severe cross-tier
interference.

6 Conclusion
In this article, we proposed spectrum allocation and partitioning algorithms to mitigate cross-tier interference in
downlink under beamforming environments. We analytically derived the optimal ratio of spectrum partitioning
to maximize the cell utility considering both efficiency
and fairness. Because our decentralized scheme uses
aggregated cross-tier interference in a probabilistic manner, it requires less cross-tier feedback. Our simulation
results show that the proposed decentralized algorithm
with the interference weighted HeNB selection policy is
comparable to the centralized scheme in terms of the
total cell capacity and utility. Owing to the use of low
cross-tier control overhead, it also effectively solves the
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Figure 10 Cell utility versus required SIR at MUE with Nb = 1.

cross-tier interference problem in a large scale two-tier
network.

Appendix 1: derivation of outage probability of
the proposed selection policies
According to the central limit theorem, the aggregate
interference at MUE, Sm, approaches a normal distribution
when each I i are independent identically distributed
regardless of the shape of each distribution of individual Ii.
The outage occurs when Sm is larger than the limited
interference Sqm . The outage probability, i.e., transmission failure probability due to the cross-tier interference
is
q

q

po (ps , γm ) = Pr(Sm ≥ Sm )
q

= 1 − F(Sm = Sm ; μ, σ 2 ),

(15)

where the distribution of Sm is approximately normal
with the mean μ and variance s2, i.e., N(μ, s2). Let f(Sm;
μ, s2) and F(Sm; μ, s2) denote the PDF and CDF of Sm,
respectively.
Using Q-function, we obtain the outage probability of
MUE as



q
po (ps , γm )


q
Sm − μ
=Q
.
σ

(16)

Next, we derive the outage probability by finding the
mean μ and variance s2 of Sm for the equal and interference weighted selection policies.
Appendix 1.1: Equal selection policy

We apply the equal election policy to mitigate cross-tier
interference given in Equation (10). If SF1 < Sqm , we do
not need to apply the equal selection policy. All the
HeNBs in F1 which already satisfy the SIR requirement
at HUEs share the licensed spectrum with the macrocell,
i.e., pEs = 1 . Otherwise, i.e., SF1 ≥ Sqm , HeNBs in F1 share
the macrocell spectrum with the probability of pEs .
When the equal selection with pEs is applied to meet
the MUE’s SIR requirement, the cross-tier interference
at MUE with beamforming gain Ψj is given by
j

q

Sm (pEs , γm ) = pEs

Iij .
j

i∈F1

(17)
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Let Ii denotes the cross-tier interference to MUE by
HeNB i’s omnidirectional transmission. We assume Ii’s
distribution has mean ξ and variance 2 . Considering
the jth beamforming transmission, Iij denotes the crosstier interference to MUE by HeNB i’s beamforming
transmission with gain Ψj. Then the distribution of Iij
has the mean of ξ/Ψj and variance of (/Ψj)2. The mean
and variance of Sjm with the equal selection policy is
scaled by njF pEs and njF (pEs )2 , respectively, where njF is
the number of HeNBs in Fj1 , i.e., |Fj1 | .
Therefore, the distribution of the cross-tier interference at MUE with the equal selection policy is
 j

2
j
nF pEs nF pEs 2
j
q
E
Sm (ps , γm ) → N
ξ,
ϕ .
(18)
j
j2
From Equation (16), we obtain the outage probability
of MUE as
⎞
⎛
q
j E


⎜ j Sm − nF ps ξ ⎟
j
q
po pEs , γm = Q ⎝ 
(19)
⎠.
j
nF pEs ϕ

Appendix 1.2: Interference weighted selection policy

When we apply the interference weighted selection policy to mitigate cross-tier interference, HeNBs which
generate smaller cross-tier interference than

q

Sm
nF

to the partitioned set with the probability

nF Ii

as defined

in Equation (13). With the interference weighted selection policy, we obtain the cross-tier interference at MUE
as
j

q

Sm (pW
s , γm ) =

q

q

E[Sm (pW
s (i), γm )] < nS

q

Sm
Sm
q
+ nL
= Sm ,
nF
nF

where Ii < Sqm /nF for ∀i Î S and


i∈S

(21)
q

Ii < nS SnmF Thus

the average cross-tier interference at MUE with the
interference weighted selection policy is smaller than
the limited interference level Sqm .
From Equation (20), cross-interference at MUE consists of nS random variables, i.e., ∑i Î SIij and the constant term, i.e., njL Sqm /njF . The distribution of S m is a
 j

j
nS nS 2
ξ,
ϕ
mean shift distribution of ∑i Î SIij, i.e., N
j j2
with njL Sqm /njF as below

q
Sm (pW
s , γm )

→N


j
j
q
nS
j Sm nS 2
ξ + nL j , 2 ϕ .
j
n j

(22)

F

Therefore, we obtain the outage probability of MUE in
the interference weighted selection policy as
⎛
j ⎞
q
j
q nL
⎜ j Sm − nS ξ − j Sm j ⎟


⎜
nF ⎟
j
q
W
⎟.
(23)
po ps , γm = Q ⎜

⎟
⎜
j
⎠
⎝
nS ϕ

use the

full spectrum. Other wise, the other HeNBs are assigned
q
Sm
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pW
s (i)Iij

Endnote
a
In practical two-tier macro and femtocell systems, each
user has different channel characteristics depending on
indoor or outdoor environments. The channel modeling
for a femtocell network is beyond the scope of our
research. As our scheme uses limited information of
channel feedback, it can be easily adapted to different
channel modeling environments.

j

i∈F1
q

=
i∈S

Sm
Iij +
nF

i∈L

(20)

Iij
,
Iij

where Fj1 denotes the set of HeNB i where the SIR at
q

HUE i satisfies the requirement of γf when the jth
beamforming is transmitted. Fj1 is divided into two
groups; they are S for the set of HeNBs that meet
q
Ii < Sm /nF , and L, otherwise.
Denoting nS = |S| and nL = |L|, i.e., nF = nS + nL, we
evaluate the upper bound of the average cross-tier interference at MUE as
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